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Location: 

Date of 
Construction: 

Builder: 

t Current Owner 

Present Use: 

Significance: 

Allegheny, Washington, and Westmoreland 
Counties, PA; Pools 2 & 3 of the 
Monongahela River (Mile 11.2 through 41.5), 
Youghiogheny River (Mile 0 through 11.2), and 
Turtle Creek (Mile 0 through 2.3) 

Primarily early 20th century, some structures 
from 19th century, others built 1940s through 
1970s. 

Local municipalities of Elizabeth, Elizabeth 
Township, Forward Township, Rostraver 
Township (Webster), McKeesport, Charleroi, 
Duquesne, Dravosburg, West Elizabeth, 
Monongahela, Glassport, West Miflin, Monessen 
and Donora (Mon Valley Sewage Authority), New 
Eagle, the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat 
Commission, and Westinghouse Corporation. 

Above listed municipalities, municipal 
authorities, Pennsylvania Fish and Boat 
Commission, RIDC of Southwestern 
Pennsylvania, and CONRAIL. 

Public wharves, parks, sewers, water wells. 

These various structures show the multitude 
of public uses of the Monongahela River over 
the years. This includes an outlet for storm 
and sanitary wastes, a source of water, 
transportation, and recreation. The 
structures included in this report are 
typical examples of community uses of rivers 
in the United States during the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. 

Historian: Frances Robb, 1994 
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In addition to the general history in this report, the 
following structures were documented as part of the Lower 
Monongahela River Public Improvements Project and should be 
consulted for specific site information. 

Structure HAER Number 

Hamilton Avenue Well, Duquesne HAER No. PA-390 

McClure Avenue Well, Duquesne HAER No. PA-391 

Walnut Street Outfall, McKeesport HAER No. PA-392 

Ninth Avenue Regulator, McKeesport HAER No. PA-393 
(Youghiogheny River) 

Twenty Eighth Street Outfall, McKeesport    HAER No. PA-394 
(Youghiogheny River) 

McClure Avenue Outfall, Dravosburg HAER No. PA-395 

Curry Hollow Outfall, West Mifflin HAER No. PA-396 

Second Street Launch Ramp, Monongahela      HAER No. PA-397 

Borough of Elizabeth Riverfront Park, 
Elizabeth HAER No. PA-398 

Plum Street Regulator, Elizabeth HAER No. PA-399 

Bayard Street Regulator, Elizabeth HAER No. PA-400 

• 
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LOWER MONONGAHELA RIVER PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 

The Monongahela River has played an integral role in 
the development of western Pennsylvania- Throughout the 
years the river has been used for a multitude of uses. 
Foremost among these has been commercial transportation. The 
river has also been used as a water supply for domestic and 
industrial purposes, an outlet for sewage, and for 
recreational purposes. The development of these applications 
was closely connected with the development and growth of the 
river communities. Not surprisingly, the Monongahela River 
has long been the focus of civic improvements for river 
communities since their economic growth, commercial success, 
and civic health all depended upon the river's conditions. 
However, through the years there have been various 
determinations of what constituted a healthy river, and the 
best way to achieve that goal. 

Over the years various public improvements have been 
undertaken by river communities. The changes reflect the 
transformation of the towns along the river. Most public 
works programs were high cost programs which were considered 
good for the overall community. Wharves, for many 
communities, were the first important civic improvement. A 
public wharf promised economic and commercial growth as 
towns vied with one another for commercial supremacy. As 
shipping patterns changed, first to railroads and then to 
cars and trucks, these wharves decreased in importance, and 
many fell into disrepair and disappeared altogether. 

The next wave of civic improvements was connected to 
the urbanization movement of the late nineteenth century. 
Old towns, as well as new communities, were faced with new 
demands for public water supplies, and subsequently, a waste 
disposal method.  These public improvements were pointed to 
with great pride by city leaders as examples of the 
modernity and development of their community. However, as 
opinions on pollution changed, these same communities were 
required to modify their sewer systems and water plants in 
order to comply with new societal standards of clean water 
and acceptable levels of sewage dumping. 

With a cleaner river, there was a return of public 
wharves, not as trading centers, but for recreational users 
of the river. Over the past one hundred years there have 
been several shifts in the relationship between the 
Monongahela River and the communities along its banks. The 
various stages of public improvements along the river trace 
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these changes in use and societal attitudes towards the 
Monongahela River. 

Public Wharves 

One of the first and primary uses of the river has been 
as a transportation artery. Even before improvements were 
made to the natural course, rafts and boats plied the river, 
trading between towns. All along the river, communities 
built public wharves in order to facilitate this trade, and 
improve their commercial position. After the Monongahela 
Navigation Company canalized the river between Pittsburgh 
and Brownsville in 1844, the number of public wharves along 
this section of river increased in number and importance. 
Now goods and produce could be shipped via the Cumberland 
Road at Brownsville, as well as received in Pittsburgh. 
Although barged coal has always been the dominant trading 
commodity on the river, much private trade of other goods 
was carried on packet boats. These boats transported both 
people and goods, and were the primary users of community 
wharves throughout the nineteenth century. 

Ferry landings and public wharves were among the 
earliest civic improvements undertaken by many river 
communities. The development and maintenance of a public 
wharf was critical to the long-term survival of the ante- 
bellum communities, as the transfer of goods along the river 
promoted the economic and commercial success of the 
community. Between the communities of Elizabeth and West 
Elizabeth, for example, a ferry was established to cross the 
river.  The community of Elizabeth, which was laid out in 
the 1780s, was incorporated by the Pennsylvania legislature 
as a borough in 1834.  One of the first acts of the borough 
was to purchase the ferry landing at the foot of Market 
Street, and turn it into a public wharf.1 

Wharves such as this one were very important to the 
communities. The river provided a public highway for the 
shipment of goods, and these wharves were used by 
shopkeepers to receive stock for their stores. Furthermore, 
the wharf attracted farmers into town, which was important 
to the commercial success of the community. At one time, 
during the nineteenth century, most all of the river towns 
had public wharves. This included Pittsburgh, Homestead, 
McKeesport, Elizabeth, Port Perry, Dravosburg, Monongahela 

i *Richard T. Wiley, Elizabeth and Her Neighbors 
(Butler, PA: By the Author, 1936), 38-39, 83-84, 87. 
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City, Donora, Webster, Charleroi, Belle vernon, Fayette 
City, Rices Landing, Greensboro, Point Marion, Morgantown 
and Fairmont.2 

The wharf at Elizabeth was fairly typical of these 
nineteenth century public wharves. From its beginning as a 
private ferry landing, the wharf was used by small, 
independent coal operators to ship their product to larger 
market towns, and then it was used by steamboat packets. 
During the nineteenth century, packet lines were an 
important component of river traffic on the Monongahela 
River as they were the most inexpensive way for an 
individual to ship products on the river. Steamboats would 
travel up and down the river, stopping in towns, and for a 
fee, farmers, shippers, or individuals could pay to have 
their package or products sent to another city. These 
packets provided an important commercial link for the river 
towns,  as well as a source of income to the communities as 
packet boats were charged a fee to use the wharves.3 

By the 1920s, railroads had replaced most of the packet 
trade on the Monongahela River and the number of community 
wharves decreased. In addition, the condition of many of the 
public wharves had also deteriorated. By 1921, for example, 
the cobblestone-paved wharf owned by Monongahela city (River 
Mile 32) was in poor condition and badly in need of repairs, 
although the town was still charging a fee of $4 per month 
to packet boats and $.50 per landing for other users. 
Similarly, the wharf at Elizabeth (River Mile 23) was also 
in poor condition. At the time, this wharf was unpaved with 
a brick street connecting it to Market Street. However, the 
unpaved section made the wharf unusable for wagons. These 
were among the few public wharves in this section of the 
river above Pittsburgh. The majority of wharves and water 
facilities along the Monongahela River were privately owned, 
and most of them were connected to the coal and steel 
companies.4 

t 

2"Water and Terminal Transfer Facilities," 66th Cong., 
2d sess.,(1921) H. Doc #652, 1340; George Henry Thurston, 
Directory of the Monongahela and Youcfhiocfhenv Valleys 
(Pittsburgh: A.A. Anderson, 1859; Reprint. Greensboro, PA: 
The Monongahela River Buffs Association, 1982), 267. 

3"Water and Terminal Transfer Facilities," 1342, 1363. 

4"Water and Transfer Terminal Facilities," 1359-1365. 
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The development of wharves illustrates the active life 
of facilities built along the river. Wharves, along with 
other facilities, were built to serve a function. Changes 
were made in the wharves, either by improvement or neglect, 
at various times as dictated by community usage. The river 
communities and the sites along the river have changed as 
needed. Today, the old wharf landing at Elizabeth remains as 
one of the primary examples of public wharves that used to 
dot the river. However, even in its brick covered state of 
today, it hardly reflects all of the changes that have taken 
place at this site. 

Although the Monongahela River was the livelihood of 
the town, it also was a source of problems and great 
frustration. The Monongahela River, the name of which came 
from a Native American language describing its sliding 
banks, was notorious for its unstable banks and floods. As 
important as the wharf at Elizabeth was, it was threatened 
by the unstable condition of the steep river bank. During 
the 1930s, as part  of the federal government's Works 
Progress Administration, this bank at Elizabeth was 
stabilized through a flood control and conservation project. 
The stabilization, completed in 1937, required almost 9,000 
tons of stone placed for protection along the bank, with 
over 16,000 cubic yards of common fill.5 Bank protection 
along the Monongahela River was also undertaken at Rices 
Landing, West Elizabeth and Point Marion. 

The Monongahela River and Sewer Systems 

Along with public wharves, the other most common uses 
of the Monongahela River were as a source of water and as an 
outlet for community sewage. Although these two uses might 
appear to be mutually exclusive, almost every community in 
the Monongahela Valley relied on the river for both. 

In its 1916 town celebration, the executive committee 
of Duquesne, Pennsylvania, declared that their town had "all 
forms of twentieth century blessings, comforts and 
conveniences" which made Duquesne an "ideal place of 

• 

5Monthly Reports of Operations and Progress 1937, 
113025  Emergency War Corps,  Box 6 E-1299, Corps of 
Engineers, Pittsburgh District,  Record Group 77, National 
Archives-Mid Atlantic District, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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residence, business and work."6 They were referring, in 
part, to their public water supply and modern sewers. On a 
similar note, the McKeesport, Pennsylvania, Chamber of 
Commerce boasted that their community had "all the modern 
city utilities—electrically lighted streets, natural gas, a 
garbage incinerating plant, forty-five miles of sanitary and 
flood sewers."7 Today, most of these "modern city utilities" 
are taken for granted, but. at the time these public works 
projects were of great importance and pride to the 
communities in the Mon Valley. The construction of these 
improvements, particularly sewer systems, took place during 
the initial boom construction period of American sewer 
systems in the late nineteenth century. 

Sewer systems were hardly new, since the Romans had 
built storm sewers in their cities, and cities in ancient 
Crete and Assyria had sanitary sewers.  The early sewers in 
Europe had been built in order to provide drainage of water 
after a storm. In the days of horse and mule transportation, 
the water run-off from a street was particularly foul, and 
the cobblestone or dirt streets required adequate drainage 
in order to be passable after a storm. The early sewer 
systems in Europe actually banned domestic waste from 
entering the system. It was not until 1815 that private 
sewage was allowed into the London sewers, and 1880 before 
Parisian officials made a similar change in policy.8 

In the United States the first disposal systems were 
private cesspool and privy vaults. This was an individual 
system, built as needed by proprietors. Essentially, they 
were just holes dug in the ground, sometimes lined with 
stone. When a cesspool or privy vault was filled the owner 
had two choices: hire a scavenger to clean out the vault, or 

• 

6Duauesne's Silver Jubilee September 10-19, 1916 (N.p.: 
Executive Committee Duquesne's Silver Jubilee, [1916]), 2- 

7McKeesport Chamber of Commerce, McKeesport 
Pennsylvania: The Tube City of the World and the Queen City 
of the Greater Pittsburgh District (N.p.: The McKeesport 
Chamber of Commerce and the Commercial Development 
Department Philadelphia Company, 1926), 9. 

8Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., Wastewater Engineering: 
Collection and Pumping of Wastewater. George Tchobanoglous, 
editor (NY: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1981),  2-3; E.W. 
Steel and Terence J. McGhee, Water Supply and Sewerage Fifth 
Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19179), 3. 
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dig a new hole. Cesspools and privy vaults were usually 
built close to living quarters and water supplies. Rapid 
urbanization in the later nineteenth century, along with 
technological changes, most notably the construction of 
community water delivery systems and the adoption of the 
water closet, quickly overwhelmed the limited capacity of 
waste disposal provided by the older cesspool-privy vault 
system.9 

During the later half of the nineteenth century, the 
country experienced dramatic urbanization. In 1860 only 20 
percent of Americans lived in cities, but by 1920, 51 
percent lived in urban areas. Along with this rapid 
urbanization came an increase in crowding and disease. For 
much of the nineteenth century, most doctors accepted the 
anticontagion theory of disease, which argued that germs and 
diseases proliferated in the air, particularly in damp, wet 
areas. Therefore, the gasses that would accumulate in a 
sewer system were something to be feared and avoided. 
However, as this theory was replaced by new scientific 
discoveries in the 1870s and 1880s, it was better understood 
that dreaded germs, like typhoid, were waterborne and not 
airborne germs.10 

With this new information, the movement to build 
community sewers, which was already underway, dramatically 
increased. From the first three community sewer systems in 
Brooklyn (1855), Chicago (1856), and Jersey City (1859), 
communities across America undertook the construction of 
new, large-scale public improvement projects after 1870. 

t 

9Joel A. Tarr, "The Separate VS. Combined Sewer 
Problem: A Case Study in Urban Technology Design Choice," in 
Journal of Urban History 5 (May 1979), 309; Joel A. Tarr 
with James McCurley III, Francis C. McMichael, and Terry 
Yosie, "Water and Wastes: A Retrospective Assessment of 
Wastewater Technology in the United States, 1800-1932," in 
Technology and Culture 25 (April 1984), 228. 

10Stanley K. Schulz  and Clay McShane, "Pollution and 
Political Reform in Urban America: The Role of the Municipal 
Engineers, 1840-1920," in Pollution and Reform in American 
Cities, 1870-1930, edited by Martin V. Melosi (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1980), 156; Joel A. Tarr, James 
McCurley and Terry F. Yosie, "The Development and Impact of 
Urban Wastewater Technology: Changing Concepts of Water 
Quality Control, 1850-1930," in Pollution and Reform in 
American Cities, 61. 
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This included the communities in the Mon Valley. This 
construction followed three similar patterns, as illustrated 
by the development of Elizabeth, West Elizabeth, and 
McKeesport. 

As an older community, incorporated as a borough in 
1834, the first sewers in Elizabeth were confined to a 
rudimentary storm sewer. In order to drain storm water off 
the roadways, the town had built gutters alongside the 
streets directing the water into natural watercourses, 
primarily the Monongahela River. During the later decades of 
the nineteenth century the community grew in size and 
density as it became a center of mining and shipping. With 
this growth came new needs for waste disposal. The first 
changes came with the construction of large, public 
buildings which were equipped with drains taking waste water 
directly to the river." 

In i895-6 the community waterworks was put into 
operation, greatly expanding the amount of waste water 
produced by each household. At the same time, the town 
council approved the construction of a community sewer 
system in Elizabeth. In 1903 the sewers were extended into 
the North End district, and in 1906 the completion of the 
final one and one-half miles of sewers in the borough became 
a political issue.12 

In a similar pattern, the original sewer system in West 
Elizabeth appears to have been confined to a storm sewer. As 
such, it kept water from flooding the streets during wet 
weather, and also allowed animal refuse to be swept away 
with each storm. Eventually, prior to 1940, the domestic 
sewers were tapped into the storm sewer, creating a combined 
sewer system. This construction pattern was not unusual in 
the United States. Storm sewers were often demanded first, 
requiring immediate, government intervention. It took time 
and changing technology before the private domestic waste 
disposal would also demand government attention.13 

For many other Mon Valley communities, including 
McKeesport, the quick change from farm communities to urban 

t 
"Wiley, Elizabeth and Her Neighbors. 291. 

12Wiley, Elizabeth and Her Neighbors. 291. 

I3Edward Monroe, telephone interview with author, 
October 28, 1994. 
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industrial centers dictated significant changes in the 
public works departments. Like Elizabeth, the community of 
McKeesport had been incorporated as a borough in 1842. 
However, the predominately rural region was dramatically 
changed when the National Tube Works was established along 
the Monongahela River in 1869. The location of a large 
factory tempted many people to the area. New houses were 
built to accommodate the new residents, and in 1890 the 
community's charter was changed, making McKeesport a city. 

With this dramatic increase in size, which had reached 
4 6,781 in 1920, the city leaders were forced to take action 
to deal with the sewage problem. Unlike the privy vaults, 
which relied on private maintenance, the city took control 
of sewage disposal, and built a municipal sewage system. 
This system included fifty miles of sewers in the city by 
1926, and eighty miles in 1948.w 

These sewers were an important component of public 
safety in urban communities like McKeesport. However, their 
construction could be arduous. City leaders in McKeesport 
noted that the construction of.these sewers had not been 
easy since "situated as the city is with its many high and 
low elevations, to sewer many of the outlying districts had 
been difficult and costly, but the skilled work of the City 
Engineers had made it possible for McKeesport to enjoy every 
protection afforded by sanitation."15 

The engineers in McKeesport, like their compatriots 
around the nation, were in the midst of massive sewer 
construction and evolution. By 1890, 67 percent of Americans 
living in cities between 30,000 and 50,000 people were 
serviced by a municipal sewer system. The rates were even 
higher for larger cities.16 

In contrast to the communities in the Mon Valley, the 
City of Pittsburgh was less progressive in its sewer 

t 

14McKeesport Chamber of Commerce, McKeesport 
Pennsylvania. 18; Polk's McKeesport City Directory 
(Pittsburgh: R.L. Polk and Company, 1922),  43; Polk's 
McKeesport (Allegheny County. PA) City Directory 
(Pittsburgh: R.L. Polk and Company, 1948), xiv. 

15McKeesport Chamber of Commerce, McKeesport 
Pennsylvania,  18. 

16Tarr, et al., "Water and Wastes," 237. 
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construction. The first sewers were built in the 1840s, but 
the city never had a master plan for this construction, and 
not all sections of the city were serviced by a sewer 
system. Even where sewers were built, such as on the South 
Side, many had been poorly designed, and in the 1870s were 
considered "nothing better than a cess-pool." Regarding its 
sanitary improvements, members of the Engineers' Society of 
Western Pennsylvania concluded that Pittsburgh was in worse 
condition than many of the smaller communities along the 
Monongahela.17 

Combined Sewers and Materials 

All of the sewer systems built in the Mon Valley, like 
most of the sewers built in this period, were combined sewer 
systems that accumulated and disposed of storm water and 
domestic sewage. The alternative was separate systems, which 
collected either domestic wastes or storm runoff.  Although 
in order to accommodate the storm-water the pipe sizes of a 
combined system were significantly larger than ones used in 
a sanitary sewer, the construction of two sewer systems was 
more expensive and, therefore, was rarely utilized in 
cities. Both systems, however, typically dumped their raw 
sewage directly into the closest body of water. 

The sewers constructed in the Mon Valley were also 
typical of American sewers in their use of materials. 
Although pipes could be made out of virtually any material, 
there were certain basic materials that were used in most 
American sewer construction: vitrified clay, terra cotta, 
cast-iron, brick and concrete. The use of appropriate 
materials was particularly important as raw sewage will 
begin to break down inside the sewer pipe, and, potentially, 
corrode the pine. 

The first sewers were built from vitrified clay pipes, 
terra cotta pipes and brick. Vitrified clay pipes (VCP) and 
terra cotta pipes (TCP) were the most common material for 
sewer pipes under 24-inch diameter. The smooth interior 
surface, the hardness of material, its ability to withstand 
moderate loads, and its resistance to corrosion all made TCP 
and VCP good sewer material. Furthermore, the costs were 
relatively low, since VCP and TCP were made throughout the 
country, and therefore, transportation costs to the 

t 
"George H. Browne, "A Few of Pittsburgh's Sewers," 

Transactions of the Engineers' Society of Western 
Pennsylvania I (1882), 219, 224. 
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construction site were also low. Over time, VCP has proven 
itself to be one of the best sewer pipes because of its 
resistance to corrosion.11 

Regarding materials, there was nothing unusual or 
unique about the sewers built by the Mon Valley communities. 
Vitrified clay pipes were used in West Elizabeth, 
McKeesport,. Glassport, and Elizabeth. The smallest diameter 
of these pipes was 15 inches, the largest 24 inches, with 
most of the VCPs 18 inches or 24 inches- Similarly, the 
terra cotta pipes found in Elizabeth range in size from 15 
inches to 3 0 inches. The majority of the sewer pipes in 
Pittsburgh were made from terra cotta pipes, accounting for 
over five hundred miles of pipes. Nationally, 8-inch 
diameter pipes was the most common size, accounting for 73 
percent of all piping in cities. Pipes with a diameter of 14 
or 16 inches accounted for 3 percent of pipes, and 30 to 42 
inch diameter pipes for 5 percent of all sewer pipes used. 
Therefore, although the pipes in the Mon Valley were of 
standard material, and not uncommon in size, they were 
larger than the national average.19 

Brick was the second early standard material used for 
sewers, usually with a minimum size of 3 6 inches. Because of 
the rough texture of brick, it had a "smaller coefficient of 
flow" than VCP or TCP and therefore, required a steeper 
slope, and was usually laid deeper underground than VCP. The 
brick sewers were usually constructed into round piping 
systems. Other brick'sewers, including the ones in Duquesne 
and Dravosburg, were constructed of a special brick, which 
created an egg-shaped sewer. This was a traditional sewer 
design, although its construction in brick probably 
increased its construction costs since the specially shaped 
bricks were more difficult to manufacture.20 

t 

1&Henry N. Ogden, Sewer Construction (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1911), 1-2; Steel and McGnee, Water Supply 
and Sewerager  351. 

19,,Locks and Dams 2, 3  and 4 Monongahela River Project 
Government Responsible Affected Facilities," Pittsburgh 
District, US Army Corps of Engineers, July 15, 1994; 
Pittsburgh Department of Public Works, The City of 
Pittsburgh and Its Public Works (Pittsburgh: 1916), 41; 
MeteaIf and Eddy, Wastewater Engineering, 104. 

200gden, Sewer Construction,  8-9, 29; Rich Hinkle 
telephone interview with author, October 31, 1994. 
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Sewer bricks were specially manufactured, and offered 
less friction than ordinary bricks, though they were 
slightly more expensive. Paving bricks were also considered 
adequate for sewer construction. Because brick sewers were 
more expensive than pipe, they were used when the required 
pipe size was larger than available TCP. Brick sewers were 
built across the country. In Springfield, Illinois the 
circular brick sewers had a diameter of 7 feet. In Brooklyn, 
the brick sewers measured 40 inches by 60 inches. In 
Pittsburgh, brick sewers accounted for eighty-two miles of 
the city's six hundred and forty-four miles of sewer 
pipes.21 

In order to economize, many communities used sewer or 
pavingbricks only on the bottom section, which actually 
came into contact with the sewage, and cheaper, ordinary 
brick for the backing or roof section. The advantage of 
brick over vitrified clay pipes was the greater variety in 
design afforded by the brick construction* Furthermore, 
because of the large size of brick sewers, they were large 
enough to enter, and therefore required fewer manholes to be 
built in the system. The higher cost of brick and the 
growing scarcity of brick layers, and the resulting 
increased labor costs, led eventually to a decrease in the 
use of brick sewers.22 

Brick, however, remained the most common material for 
manholes. These surface holes provide access into the 
sewers, in order to inspect, clean or repair the system. 
They were usually located along the axis of the line, where 
the sewer changes grade, and at street intersections. Most 
systems place manholes every 300 to 600 feet along the sewer 
system. Manholes were typically 48 inches in diameter, 
frequently larger, and never less than 40 inches. The cast- 
iron manhole cover, however, is only 20 to 2 4 inches. The 
cover sits atop the brick hole, which usually drops down 
three to five feet. Cast-iron ladders or brick "stairs" were 
built into the brick walls, providing access to the bottom. 

I 

210gden, Sewer Construction. 36, 47; W.A. Hardenbergh, 
Sewerage and Sewage Treatment Third Edition (Scranton, PA: 
International Textbook Company, 1950 ), 67; Pittsburgh 
Department of Public Works, The City of Pittsburgh and Its 
Public Works, 41. 

22Harold E. Babbitt and E. Robert Baumann, Sewerage and 
Sewage Treatment Eighth Edition (New York: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., 1952), 168. 
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Usually, the bottoms were covered with concrete, with a 
platform built to the side of the center flow channel.23 

As bricks were being deemed too expensive for sewer 
piping, concrete became increasingly popular as a sewer 
material. There were several ways concrete could be used, 
including as a monolithic pipe material, as found in the 
sewers of Washington, DC, and sections of Chicago and New 
York. It was also paired with brick during a transitional 
period, with cheaper concrete being used as the floor, 
allowing better control over the slope, and brick for the 
sides and walls.24 

However, the trend in sewer material in the early 
twentieth century was the use of reinforced concrete pipes 
(RCP). There were two main ways to reinforce concrete with 
steel. The first was to mold steel wire mesh into the 
concrete pipe, the second, to place longitudinal steel rods 
in the pipes. Which ever way was used, RCP provided a good 
sewer pipe; it was relatively smooth, able to withstand 
heavy loads, and cheaper then TCP or VCP. By the second 
decade of the twentieth century, there was a marked move to 
the use of RCP in all sewers 36 inches and larger.25 

Cast-iron pipes were commonly used as a fresh water 
pipe. The use of cast-iron as a sewer pipe, however, was 
limited. This was due to its expense, as well as its 
chemical composition. As sewage often moves slowly through a 
pipe, and because it is being chemically transformed within 
the pipe, this matter creates anaerobic oxidization within 
the pipe. Therefore, sewer pipes made of iron or steel are 
more subject to acidic decay. This problem can be rectified 
by lining the pipe with clay, tile or plastic material. 
These deficiencies, however, are offset by the ability of 
cast-iron to withstand very heavy loads. So, cast-iron 
pipes, though not ideally suited to carrying sewage, can be 
found carrying a sewer under a railroad track, or at 
industrial sites, such as used by Westinghouse, which 

• 

^Ogden, Sewer Construction.  89-102; Steel and McGhee, 
Water Supply and Sewerage.  365-370; Metcalf and Eddy, 
Wastewater Engineering. 157-159. 

^Babbitt and Baumann, sewerage and Sewage Treatment. 
156. 

^Babbitt and Baumann, Sewerage and Sewage Treatment. 
174. 
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discharged into Turtle Creek. 26 

Water Purity and the Monongahela River 

During the first decades of the twentieth century most 
engineers believed that sewage poured into a river would be 
purified by the flowing river. At the least, the sewage 
would be properly diluted and dispersed to be of little harm 
to people- In fact, E.K. Morse, noting the pollution near 
downtown Pittsburgh, recommended that the city build "some 
form of submerged outlets into the river to distribute this 
sewage instead of concentrating it at a few points as at 
present,"27 Another engineer recommended that Pittsburgh 
construct an interceptor sewer running parallel to the 
Monongahela River to carry sewage to the faster running Ohio 
River. 28 

Believing that the waste would be decreased through 
oxidation, the Elizabeth Herald proudly noted that the 
community's water works "pumped water from the river above 
all contamination from the town sewage discharges, and but ; 
short distance below Dam No. 3, in passing over which the 
water is thoroughly aerated."29 

This quote identifies a problem with the sewer systems 
built along the Monongahela River: they increased the 
pollution in the river for the downstream communities. So, 
sewers that were built in anticipation of a decrease in 
disease actually increased the disease levels of other 
communities, including Pittsburgh. The City of Pittsburgh 
had one of the highest typhoid rates in the United States 
well into the twentieth century, caused, in part, by the 
heavily polluted rivers that served as Pittsburgh's water 

• 

26Babbitt and Baumann, Sewerage and Sewage Treatment, 
175; "Locks and Dams 2, 3, and 4 Monongahela River Project." 

^E.K. Morse, "Waterfront Improvements in the Central 
Business District of Pittsburgh,  Proceedings of the 
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania 38 (1923),  307. 

28George H. Browne, "A Few of Pittsburgh's Sewers," 
Transactions Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania I 
(1882),  224. 

29J.L. Fehr, compiler.  Elizabeth Herald: Illustrated 
Edition  (Elizabeth, PA: McGinley and Wiley, 1903),  3. 
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source.30 

Sewers, the technological solution for one of the early 
urbanization sanitation problems, quickly had producd 
another problem, the of the water supply. During 
this sewer construction boom in the late nineteenth century, 
several American cities were faced with finding new water 
supplies. In Pittsburgh the issue of water purity was of 
great interest beginning in the 1890s. There was talk of 
building a mountain reservoir for the city water in order to 
stop using the polluted waters of the Monongahela. However, 
there was little interest in treating raw sewage. In fact, 
in 1912, a team of engineers completed a study of the sewer 
system and water pollution for the City of Pittsburgh, and 
determined that the cost of treating raw sewage was 
"prohibitive and was not justified by existing 
conditions."31 

Even before this 1912 report, most river communities 
had already concluded that sewage treatment was too costly. 
An alternative was found in 1893 when it was proven that 
sand filtration of water removed typhoid and most other 
disease germs. From that point, most engineers involved with 
sewage systems believed it was cheaper to treat the water 

300f course, industrial waste and acid mine drainage 
were also significant sources of water pollution in the 
river.  In 1994  there were still twelve major storm sewers 
on the Monongahela River and fifteen along the Youghiogheny 
River and Turtle Creek. For more information on industrial 
pollution see Joel Sabadasz, "Report on USX Corporation 
National-Duquesne Works," unpublished Historic American 
Engineering Record report, 1994; Samuel Hopkins Adams, 
"Tomfoolery with Public Health: The Present Pittsburgh 
Situation," Survey 25 (December 17, 1910),  454. 

31Pittsburgh, The City of Pittsburgh and Its Public 
Worksr 43;  Frank E. Wing, "Thirty-Five Years of Typhoid: 
The Fever's Economic Cost to Pittsburgh and the Long Fight 
For Pure Water," Charities and the Commons XXI (February 6, 
1909),  933; Morris Knowles, "The Flood: Pittsburgh's 
Problem and Its National Significance," Survey 27 (February 
3, 1912), 1704; Stuart Galishoff, "Triumph and Failure: The 
American Response to the Urban Water Supply Problem," in 
Pollution and Reform in American cities.  35; Martin V. 
Melosi, "Environmental Crisis in the City: The Relationship 
Between Industrialization and Urban Pollution," in Pollution 
and Reform in American Cities. 7. 
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being taken from the river rather than treating the sewage 
being dumped into the river.32 

Although none of the Mon Valley communities had sewage 
treatment plants before 1950, the public water supplies were 
being treated. In McKeesport, which drew its water from the 
Youghiogheny and Monongahela rivers, the water was softened 
with lime-soda, and chlorine was added to purify the water. 
The water in Elizabeth was subjected to a filtering process 
and then had chlorine added.33 

Even though the water supply was made safer, the river 
itself remained severely polluted. In 1943, 92 percent of 
the sewage dumped into the Monongahela River was still raw 
and untreated. This made for "unsightly and malodorous 
condition" along the river. The problem was particularly 
acute at the sewer outfalls, where the raw sewage poured 
into the river. At these outfalls the Public Health Service 
of the United States found "floating scum and solids," and 
"sludge bank formations."34 

Water Supplies 

Just as urbanization had put new demands on the old 
privy vault waste disposal method, so did it demand changes 
in the water supply system. During the antebellum period, 
most families, whether urban or rural, relied on wells for 
water. However, the increased population density in the 
cities made the wells inadequate, and often, wells became 
contaminated because of their closeness to overflowing privy 
vaults.  Although most citizens in the later nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries equated pollution with economic 
development, the diseases and foul water for domestic use 
were difficult to ignore, and there was a rise in the number 
of municipal and private water works built around the 

t 

32Galishoff, "Triumph and Failure: The American Response 
to the Urban Water Supply Problem," 44. 

33,,Ohio River Pollution Control," 78th Cong., 1st sess., 
(1943) H. Doc #266, 363. 

^"Ohio River Pollution Control," 363, 373; "Allegheny 
and Monongahela Rivers and Tributaries," 83d Cong., 2d 
sess., (1954) H. Doc. #491, 6. 
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country. 35 

In addition to convenience, there were practical 
benefits to a municipal water system, too. A public supply 
of water protected a community against one of the greatest 
risks of the city, fire. In 1887 the Elizabeth Herald 
bragged that the "water works at Elizabeth are among the 
most complete in the valley and give abundant water supply 
and ample fire protection to both boroughs, as well as other 
towns below."36 

In Duquesne, a series of fires swept through the town 
in 1894 and 1895. Six months after another major fire 
heavily damaged the business district in 1895, residents 
approved the construction of a city waterworks. On October 
5, 1896 the first water began to flow through the water 
mains, and Duquesne had water for both fire protection and 
domestic use." 

Duquesne's water supply was different than most of the 
other communities in the Mon Valley as it did not rely on 
the Monongahela River for its source of water. Instead, 
Duquesne was one of "a few fortunate communities" who Gould 
tap into an aquifer for its water. Like Memphis, Tennessee, 
Duquesne could by-pass the heavily polluted local river and 
use the pollution-free aquifer.38 

The weils were drilled along the shore of the 
Monongahela River, reaching 56 feet before tapping the 
aquifer. This depth was considered a deep well, and gave a 
more uniform supply than wells tapped into a shallower 
aquifer. The original system had twenty-one wells, each with 

35Martin V. Melosi, "Environmental Crisis in the City: 
The Relationship Between Industrialization and Urban 
Pollution," in Pollution and Reform in American Cities, 
1870-1930,,  27;  John H. Ferguson and Charles F. LeeDecker, 
Municipally Owned Waterworks in Pennsylvania (State College 
The Pennsylvania Municipal Publications Service, 1948), 5-6 

^Elizabeth Herald (June 7, 1887), printed in Wiley, 
Elizabeth and Her Neighbors, 114. 

^Duquesne's Silver Jubilee, 19. 

38Stuart Galishoff, "Triumph and Failure: The American 
Response to the Urban Water Supply Problem," in Pollution 
and Reform in American Cities. 45. 
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an 8-inch diameter. These wells gave Duquesne a rated 
capacity of 1,500,000 gallons per day. In 1953, the 
community averaged 800,000 gallons per day, and the system 
was "considered adequate for foreseeable needs."39 

The basic waterworks was still in use in 1994. However, 
over time wells wear out and require replacement. On an 
average, each well is replaced every ten to fifteen years 
when the screens filtering the water in the wells get 
clogged, or when a well caves in. Even though the water 
system at Duquesne relies on old pipes and pumping station, 
the three wells in use today were dug in the 1980s.40 

Duquesne's water system was uncommon in the Mon Valley 
but it was not unique in the Monongahela River watershed. Of 
the ninety public water systems in the Monongahela River 
watershed within Pennsylvania in 1946, fifty-five 
communities received water from ground water supplies, not 
surface water.41 

In the Mon Valley the majority of the communities were 
forced to rely on the Monongahela River for their water 
supply. In McKeesport, for example, the Monongahela River 
was used for the municipal water supply, which began 
operating in 1882. However, the waterworks was hardly 
exemplary. In fact, the chemical acidity of the water was 
responsible for destroying the pipes within the system. It 
was not unusual for new pipes to be replaced every sixty 
days. Even the railroads, steamboats, and manufacturers 
incurred extra expenses repairing acid-water damaged 
boilers. 

Moreover, typhoid continued to be a problem within the 
community, with a typhoid mortality rate of 92 deaths per 
100,000 population. This death rate was slightly lower than 
Pittsburgh's typhoid death rate, of 131 deaths per 100,000. 
But it was much higher than the 27 per 100,000 rate of 

t 

39R.B. Say lor and A.E. Warne, statistical Abstract of 
Duquesne Pennsylvania (State college: Bureau of Business 
Research, The Pennsylvania State College, 1953), 11. 

40Steel and McGhee, Water Supply and Sewage, 65-70; Ray 
Mikio telephone interview with author, October 31, 1994. 

41,,Ohio River Pollution Control," 363. 
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Chicago, or New York's 18 per 100,000 death rate. 42 

Like McKeesport, the water supply of Pittsburgh came 
primarily from the Monongahela River and was also considered 
unhealthy.  Although the city leaders had proposed a water 
filtration plant for Pittsburgh in the nineteenth century, 
political corruption kept the system from being built until 
1908.* 

In McKeesport the conditions were so poor that the U.S. 
Geological Survey considered the water supply of McKeesport 
to be "dangerous and in ho sense potable or fit for 
consumption by human beings."44 The city of McKeesport hired 
Alexander Potter, a New York City engineer, to design a new 
plant. After examining water from both the Monongahela and 
Youghiogheny it was determined that the water of both rivers 
was severely polluted. However, after further study it was 
concluded that the "polluting influences . . . indicated a 
tendency toward a betterment of the Youghiogheny," which was 
selected as the new water source for McKeesport. In 1908 the 
new filtration plant opened, and water was treated with lime 
and zeolite. The typhoid mortality rate dropped immediately 
to 35 deaths per 100,ooo.45 

Changes and New Laws 

Even though most of the communities in the Mon Valley 

42Wing, "Thirty-Five Years of Typhoid," 925. 

43Wing, "Thirty-Five Years of Typhoid," 933. 

'"Joseph B. Richey, ed. Old Home Week McKeesport, 
Pennsylvania July 3-9 191Q (NP), 174; McKeesport 
Pennsylvania: The Tube City of the World, 17; Bruce A. 
Yount, ed.,  McKeesport'   Old Home Week Celebration: 165th 
Jubilee Official Publication Commemorating (NP: 1960), 46; 
Stuart Galishoff, "Triumph and Failure: The American 
Response to the Urban Water Supply Problem," 40; "Water 
Supply and Irrigation Paper 161, US Geological Survey," 
quoted in  E.C. Traxx, "The Acid Waters of Western 
Pennsylvania," Engineering Record 62 (October 1, 1910), 372 

45Richey, Old Home Week McKeesport 1910. 175; Yount, 
McKeesport's Old Home Week Celebration 1960, 46; 
McKeesport Pennsylvania: The Tube City of the World, 17; 
"Ohio River Pollution Control," 363;  Traxx, "The Acid 
Waters of Western Pennsylvania," 372. 
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used the Monongahela River for their water, they continued 
to dump their sewage into the river, and very few of these 
communities treated their sewage. In 194 3 only 8 percent of 
the people living within the Monongahela River watershed 
were serviced by sewage plants. However, 811,200 people 
still received their water from the Monongahela River and 
other surface water sources.4* 

In spite of this, water pollution received very little 
notice. This occurred for several reasons. As mentioned 
previously, pollution was often viewed as a necessary by- 
product of economic growth, and the disease problem had been 
largely solved by treatment of the water supply. In 1945 the 
Pittsburgh-Empire Water Journal remarked that, in general, 
this "age-old topic was treated lightly.I|47 

The first state law regulating stream discharges in 
Pennsylvania was the 1905 Purity of Water Act.  This law 
prohibited the emission of sewage into streams, but the act 
did not apply to industrial waste or municipal sewer systems 
that were already discharging their sewage into water- 
courses. The act, therefore, had little impact on the Mon 
Valley.48 

The Clean Stream Act of 1937 was the next major 
legislative action undertaken by the commonwealth. Like the 
earlier bill, this act was intended to control and decrease 
the sewage discharge into the streams and rivers in 
Pennsylvania. This time, rivers or streams that were 
recipients of acid coal mine drainage were exempt from the 
provision of the act, which included the Monongahela River. 
Again, the communities of the Mon Valley were excused from 
changing their sewer procedures.49 

It was not until the conclusion of World War II that 
major steps were taken to clean up the pollution in the 

• 

'""Ohio River Pollution Control," 363. 

47Pittsburqh-Empire Water Journal XXVX (July-August 
1945) , 8. 

48David Stahl, ed., Health Laws of Pennsylvania: A Study 
of the Laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Relating to 
Public Health (Pittsburgh: School of Law, University of 
Pittsburgh, 1958), 462. 

49Stahl,  Health Laws of Pennsylvania. 466, 
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Monongahela River, By this time, pollution had become a 
major issue. Pittsburgh and Allegheny County had undertaken 
a "Renaissance" in order to clean-up the region. Although 
much of this original plan dealt with smoke and air 
pollution, the conditions of the rivers were also of 
concern.50 

In 1943, a government report noted that the pollution 
of the Monongahela River was severe, and caused by both mine 
acid runoff and waste water disposal. At the time, most of 
the seventy boroughs, the third class cities, the fifty-two 
townships and the City of Pittsburgh all dumped their raw 
sewage into the Monongahela River. In 1945 the state 
legislature required that ninety of the one hundred twenty- 
six municipalities in Allegheny County submit plans for 
treatment to the state by June lr 1946. During the same 
session, the legislature provided for the creation of 
municipal authorities, granting local governments additional 
powers regarding indebtedness for public works projects, 
including sewer treatment plants.51 

Seventy-one municipalities, including the City of 
Pittsburgh, opted to join the newly created Allegheny County 
Sanitary Authority (ALCOSAN). Most of the communities along 
the Monongahela River did not join ALCOSAN. Instead, they 
created their own sewage authorities. This included 
Elizabeth, McKeesport, Duquesne, Dravosburg in Allegheny 
County and Rostraver Township in Westmoreland County. 

Regardless of what authority built and operated the 
treatment plant, all of the sewer systems in the Mon Valley 
required major renovations to meet the new state 
requirements. In most communities the original sewer systems 
remained intact, until right before the river outfall. 
Before this discharge interceptors were built which diverted 
the typical dry-weather flow away from the river to the 
treatment plant. 

• 

50For more information on the smoke abatement program, 
see,  David L. Lawrence, "Rebirth," in Stephan Lorant, 
Pittsburgh: The Storv of An American City Fourth Edition 
(Lenox, MA: 1988). 

51Stahl, Public Health Laws of Pennsylvania,, 500-514; 
"Allegheny County Sanitary Authority Created," The 
Pittsburgh-Empire Water Journal XXX (March-April 1946), 6; 
"Ohio River Pollution Control," 359-360. 
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During a large storm, however, the combined sewer 
systems were capable of bringing huge amounts of storm water 
into the treatment plant, which could overwhelm the plant. 
Furthermore, it would be extremely costly to treat this 
volume of water before discharge. Therefore, each 
interceptor was equipped with a regulator, which closed off 
the piping to the treatment plant during high water. In 
these situations, all the water, storm water and sewage was 
diverted back into the original pipes, and discharged into 
the river. Almost all of these interceptors were built with 
reinforced concrete pipes. 

In McKeesport construction of the new treatment plant 
was started in 1955, and put in operation in 1960. Twenty- 
nine regulators intercept the original outfall lines, and 
divert dry-weather sewage to the plant. During a storm Brown 
and Brown mechanical float chambers with weir overflows 
divert the excess water over the weir and into the 
Youghiogheny and Monongahela rivers. Seven communities are 
served by the McKeesport authority.52 

Duquesne and Dravosburg also choose to erect their own 
treatment plants, which were opened in the 1960s. In 1965, 
the Duquesne plant was leased back to the municipality for 
operations. Like McKeesport, the regulators of both 
communities are Brown and Brown regulators. In Dravosburg it 
was necessary to build a floodgate in order to keep the 
river from backing up into the systems during high-water.55 

In West Elizabeth the treatment plant along with 
interceptor sewers were put into operation in 1973, A 
parallel interceptor sewer system was installed in 1978. In 
these regulators, a slide gate controls the river outfall 

t 

52Frank Rush telephone interview with author October 31, 
1994;  Mike Trombola telephone interview with author, 
October 31, 1994;  Jim willard telephone interview with 
author, October 31, 1994; Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1973 
Statistics for Sewer Authorities Pennsylvania Industrial 
Census Series {Department of Commerce, 1974), 8. 

53Rich Hinkle telephone interview with author, October 
31, 1994; Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1967 Statistics for 
Sewer Authorities Pennsylvania Industrial Census Series 
(Department of Commerce, 1968), 8. 
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during high water.54 

Changing Usage of the Monongahela River 

With the general pollution abatement of the Monongahela 
River, recreational uses of the river increased. A second 
wave of public wharf construction took place, but this time 
as boat ramps for pleasure boats, not packet traders. A 
launch ramp was constructed in New Eagle, as well as the 
City of Monongahela. In 1976 the community of Monongahela 
also built a river front amphitheater. These new theaters 
and boat ramps signify another change in river usage by 
citizens of the Mon Valley. Under strict federal and state 
regulations, the once heavily polluted river could now 
safely be a place of recreation. 

From the earliest civilization in western Pennsylvania 
the Monongahela River has played a significant role in the 
development of the region. Although transportation has been, 
and continues to be, the foremost user of the river, the 
other uses remain equally significant. For as long as 
transportation has been a role of the river, so has the 
river provided a source of water and a waste disposal 
system. Over the years, however, the delivery of these 
services has changed in order to meet new demands. 

Initially^ water supplies and waste disposal were 
private matters, handled with wells and privies. However, as 
the communities grew, these services were taken over by the 
municipal governments* Sewage systems, which promised 
healthier and cleaner cities, were built by Mon Valley 
towns, just as they were across America. As disease theories 
were changed, water filtration was instituted by most 
communities along the Monongahela as a means of preventing 
typhoid and other waterborne diseases. These programs were 
undertaken with great civic pride. 

For over half a century, raw sewage was dumped into the 
river by most of the communities.along the Monongahela. This 
treatment of natural resources was, again, typical, of the 
period. Finally, after 1950, state and federal laws mandated 
changes to the sewage systems along the Monongahela River. 
Communities faced with exorbitant public works bills opted 
to modify their existing systems. For by this time, public 
works, such as sewer systems, were taken for granted by 

• 

MEdward Monroe telephone interview with author, 
October 28, 1994. 
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citizens, and most communities no longer bragged about their 
sewers, and were not interested in spending large amounts of 
funds on new sewers. 

At various times communities have built improvements 
along the river in order to satisfy their needs. In the 
nineteenth century these needs were met by public wharves. 
Later, public water supplies and sewer systems were 
constructed in order to meet the demands of urbanization. In 
these projects were some of the largest community public 
improvements undertaken by towns in the Mon Valley. The 
public works projects along the Monongahela River have never 
been stagnant. These were typical American projects 
undertaken at the various periods. They were undertaken in 
order to meet the needs of the community, for 
transportation, health, and recreation. Therefore, 
alterations have occurred whenever the needs or requirements 
of the community demand changes. 

t 
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Appendix: A List of Publicly Owned Facilities 
Along the Lower Monongahela River 

The Pittsburgh District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
inventoried the publicly owned facilities along Pools 2 and 
3 of the Monongahela River in connection with the Locks and 
Dams 2, 3 and 4, Monongahela River Project.  This project, 
also known as the "Lower Mon Project," was authorized by 
Congress in the Water Resources Development Act of 1992. 
The following identification numbers were assigned by the 
District to their inventory of publicly owned facilities 
which may be affected by pool elevation changes as a result 
of the future removal of Dam 3.  Additional information on 
these facilities and the Lower Mon Project may be found in 
the District's report, Locks and Dams 2. 3 and 4, 
Monongahela River, Design Memorandum No. 3, Relocations. 
Volumes 1 and 2.   September 1994. 

In addition to the below listed public facilities, 
there were also numerous private facilities along the 
Monongahela River. These included docking wharves, barge 
facilities, ice breakers, water intakes, storm sewers and 
buried gas lines and telephone cables. In 1994 Pools 2 and 3 
of the Monongahela River (river mile 11.2 - 41.5) had twelve 
private water intake facilities, with one additional one 
maintained by the USX Corporation on the Youghiogheny River. 
Other water intake pipes were owned by Duquesne Light, the 
Pennsylvania American Water Company, and a private golf 
course. The river and its tributaries, the Youghiogheny 
River and Turtle Creek, also served as an end dumping point 
for several private storm sewers maintained by the CSX 
Corporation, as well as the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie 
Railroad and CONRAIL. The Monongahela River, as a source of 
water and as a sewer outlet, has been as important to 
private corporations as it has been to public 
municipalities. 

• 
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Publicly Owned Facilities 

Corps of Engineers 
Identification # 

M02B 

M03B 

M04B 

MOIL 

M02L 

M03L 

M04L 

• 

Mononaahela River 

Sub crossing: Mon Valley Sewage Authority 
cast iron pipe 16", ball joint 
permit granted by Pittsburgh District 
September 1966, completed 1969 

Sub crossing: Borough of Charleroi 
wrought-iron water pipelines, 2 pipes, 16 
inch and 20 inch 
permit granted by Pittsburgh District 
March 1925 

Sub crossing: Borough of charleroi 
ductile iron water line 
permit granted Pittsburgh District 1970, 
completed 1970 

City of Duquesne: Brick 48" sewer 
Original system built early 20th century. 
Brick egg-shaped sewers. 
1963 Brown and Brown regulators placed. 

City of Duquesne: 8 water wells 
5 operational, 3 abandoned 
pipes 8M to 10" 

Dravosburg: Brick sewer 
3.5' by  4.8' brick 
Sewers mostly brick, built in an egg-shaped 
design. 
Original system built early part of 20th 
century. Treatment plant built circa 
1960s-1970s; system mapped 1978. Brown and 
Brown regulators. Metal flood gate keeps 
river from flooding out sewer treatment 
plant. 

Borough of West Mifflin 
15" Vitrified Clay pipe, sewer 
Curry Hollow, emergency by-pass from pump 
station 
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Borough of West Elizabeth 
8 sewer pipes: two 15" Vitrified Clay Pipes; 
one 10" DIP 
four 18" Vitrified Clay pipes; one 24" 
vitrified clay pipe; one 17,,/24"  CMP 

Believed to have been built originally as a 
storm sewer. Modified to include domestic 
sewer pre 1940. Interceptors built 1973, at 
time treatment plant was built. A second 
parallel interceptor sewer built 1978. 
Regulator valves, slide gate over outlet into 
weir, to river. 

M13L 

M14L 

M15L 

M16L 

M17L 

M18L 

M19L 

M2 0L 

M01R-M14R 

t 

New Eagle Sanitation Authority: STP Outfall 

New Eagle Borough Boat Ramp 

New Eagle  Sanitation Authority: STP Outfall 

City of Monongahela:  sewer 
18" Reinforced Concrete Pipe 

City of Monongahela: Aquatorium 
amphitheater built along shore of river, 
1976. 

City of Monongahela: Ramp 
at site of aquatorium 

Pennsylvania Fish Commission: Ramp 

Mon Valley Sewage Authority 
36" Reinforced Concrete Pipe 

McKeesport: sewer pipes, two 42" pipe unknown 
material; one 20" pipe unknown material; 
two 36" brick; two 36" reinforced concrete 
pipes; one 15" reinforced concrete pipe; one 
24" vitrified clay pipe; one 24" reinforced 
concrete pipe; two 18" reinforced concrete 
pipes; one 20" cast-iron pipe. 

Sewer system in place by 1911, revisions made 
1974 and 1985. Treatment plant built 1955, 
entire system on-line 1960. Twenty-nine 
regulators in combined sewer system, most 
Brown and Brown float regulators. Gravity 
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sewers connect from Port Vue, White Oak and 
North Versailles. 

Glassport: sewer pipes: one 48" reinforced 
concrete pipe; one 24" cast metal pipe; one 
24" vitrified clay pipe; one 54" reinforced 
concrete pipe; one 66" brick sewer. 

Sewer originally built around turn of the 
century, circa 1902. Plans for a disposal 
treatment plant designed in 1933, but not 
built. Treatment plant constructed circa 
1963. Flow regulator valves regulate combined 
sewer storm overflow. 

Borough of Elizabeth: sewer pipes, two 15" 
terra cotta pipes; one 42" reinforced 
concrete pipe; one 14" and 16" cast iron 
pipe; one 18" vitrified clay pipe. 
Cast-iron pipes encased in concrete lie on 
river shore. 

Borough of Elizabeth: Park 
Believed to be site of former ferry and in 
the 19th and early 20th century site of 
public boat ramp. Bank protected by wall of 
stone built as part of depression era Works 
Progress Administration. 

Borough of Elizabeth: sewer pipes, two  18" 
terra cotta pipes; one 18" vitrified clay 
pipe; one 30" reinforced concrete pipe- 

Forward Township: Boat Ramp 

Borough of Webster: Boat Ramp 

t 

T01R 

T02R 

T03R 

Turtle Creek 

CONRAIL storm sewer 
18" reinforced concrete pipe 

RIDC—Westinghouse Plant 
30" cast-iron pipe, storm sewer 

RIDC—Westinghouse Plant 
36" cast-iron cast-iron sewer pipe 
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Youghioqheny River 

Y01R-Y10R     City of McKeesport: sewer pipes, includes two 
18" pipes, unknown material;five 20" pipes 
unknown material; one 24"pipe, unknown 
material; one 36" pipe unknown material; one 
60" brick sewer. 

t 
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